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Conference explores diversity

The News'
Briefs About 10,000 people
Applicant appeals
discrimination ruling
John Hart man will appeal
to the Ohio CivU Right
Commission today that his
discrimination case against
the University be reconsidered. After an April
hearing, Chief Hearing Examiner Franklin Martens
recommended last month
the case be rejected. Hartman claimed he was discriminated against in an
April 1994 after not being
selected for a faculty position in the Journalism Department. Hartman is expected to base part of his
case on the fact Martens
heard the case. Martens,
according to Registration
and Records, is a 1964 University graduate. The fivepanel commission can approve or reverse the decision, or request another
hearing.

Chemical bomb explodes near Conklin
The Kappa Sigma unit director reported to University Police that she found
pieces of a chemical bomb
Tuesday night.
Missy Wilson told University police she heard the
explosion around 9:50 p.m.
and went outside immediately to see what was going on, according to police
reports.
Wilson said she could still
see the smoke from the device when she went outside.
The bomb was found on
the south side of Conklin
Hall and west of the Sigma
Chi house in the grass area,
according to police reports.
Wilson said she found a
plastic screw top bottle and
some type of burnt up material and brought it to University Police.
Wilson said she did not
see anyone at the scene.
University Police have no
suspects at this time. If
anyone has information,
they can contact the police
station at 372-2346.

Northeast Ohio
welcomes break in
snow storms
CLEVELAND - Something was strange about the
northeast Ohio air Wednesday: It wasn't a blinding
mass of snow.
It was a welcome break
for Cleveland and its suburbs, particularly the
snowbelt to the east, which
were buried under 1 to 4
feet of snow from lake effect storms that blew In
Saturday.
"It quit this morning, and
finally we've seen a little bit
of sunshine - the first time
since Sunday afternoon,"
said Doug Anderson, who
owns Western Reserve Cycle Sport Inc. In Chardon,
about 20 miles east of
Cleveland.
The Geauga County city,
which has nearly 4 feet on
the ground, ended up with
another 6 inches Wednesday. That pales in comparison to the heavy pileups of
previous days.
The respite may be brief,
however.
The forecast called for
another 4 to 10 inches in
some places by Thursday
night. Also on the horizon,
although not as threatening,
is a possible meltdown.
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participate in event
Jay Young
The BC News

Diversity issues were explored
by members of the University
community Wednesday night in
Olscamp Hall, as students and
staff took part in a multimedia
campus diversity summit.
About 10,000 college students,
faculty and administrators from
around the country participated
in the event. In Olscamp Hall,
those in attendance broke into
small discussion groups mid-way
through the teleconference to
discuss diversity at the University.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, Aca-

demic Affairs research associate
and event organizer, said she was
happy people came together to
discuss diversity.
"I was very pleased with how
involved Individuals got in their
group discussions," GonsalvesPinto said.
Gonsalves-Pinto said the information gathered during the
group sessions will be used to
plan future programs. She said
notes taken by group facilitators
will be used to make some diversity priorities for the University.
Alexis Kanda, graduate student studying college student
See DIVERSITY, page four.
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Doug Thompson, senior liberal studies, center, addresses a group taking part In yesterday's diversity
summit in Olscamp Hall. Over 200 people attended the multimedia conference.

Airport releases transcripts
The Associated Press

CHARKHI DADRI, India - As
a Kazak cargo plane flew head-on
toward a Saudi jetliner, controllers told its pilot to watch out for
the 747 in the clouds ahead. The
pilot asked how close it was.
"Fourteen miles," a controller
said.
Seconds later: "Thirteen
miles."
The pilot's acknowledgement
of that message was the last word
New Delhi airport flight control-

The Saudi Boeing 747 was sevlers had from either aircraft before they hit and spun to earth in en minutes into its flight and the
spectacular twin fireballs, taking Kazak plane was descending for
its final approach into Indira
349 people to their deaths.
The exchanges, in transcripts Gandhi International Airport
released Wednesday, indicate the when the collision occurred
planes did not see each other in Tuesday about 60 miles southtime and hint that the pilots were west of New Delhi.
Whether there was a lastmisled by their instruments or
misunderstood the tower's direc- minute evasive maneuver by
tions. They were supposed to either plane was unclear, but Inpass with a 1,000-foot difference dia's top civil aviation ministry
in altitude - instructions that the official said the crash was not
Saudi plane's pilots never con- direct.
"It was not a head-on collifirmed, the transcripts show.

sion," Yogesh Chandra said at a
news conference. "The cockpit
and fuselage of the Kazak airliner was found intact."
Searchers retrieved hundreds
of bodies from wreckage strewn
in a six-mile area around Charkhi
Dadri. Grieving relatives tried to
identify the badly mangled remains of their loved ones lying on
blocks of ice at makeshift
morgues.
Searchers found the flight data
recorders of both planes
Wednesday -

Director helps graduating seniors
Kroll works
so students
can work
Jay Young
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the third
part of a series about campus
leaders.
JoAnn Kroll is doing her job so
graduating students can find
their own jobs.
Originally in sales, Kroll found
herself trying to help people
overall more than she was selling
products. Concerned about the
direction of her career, Kroll
went to the career services office
at Kent State. It was there she
found her current line of work.
As director of Career Services,
Kroll leads a department that
offers a broad range of programs
to help connect students with
employers. The department also
offers services to help students
select a career path.
Kroll said she can help students find employers by selling a
computer software package
called Resume Expert. Purchased for $20, the package allows students to be added to a
large database accessed by employers.
"Employers know they can call
Bowling Green; while they're on
the phone they give me the
criteria, I plug it in and tell them
I've got five people," Kroll said.
"What we're working on, any
Bowling Green student will be
able to get on the Internet and do
their resume online and send that
to my data base. They'll be able
to see who's coming to recruit
and sign up for interviews onlineAll types of students walk into

Doug Kbrrnov.kyrThr BG Ncwi

JoAnn Kroll, director of Career Services, gives advice to two students about career opportunities. Kroll
said her best advice is to come at the beginning of your final year.
Kroll's office. There are some
who know where they want to go,
but do not know how to get there.
Then there are those who know
nothing more than graduation is
getting closer every day.
Whatever the case, Kroll said nobody should wait until the last
moment to hunt for a job.
"My best advice is come in at
the beginning of your final year,"
Kroll said. "It's harder after
graduation because the student
moves back to their hometown,
and while they have access to our
services, they're not immediately around. They can't
interact with the staff daily or
come in and ask a question."
Kroll said it takes time to help
the student without a clear plan.

She tries to become familiar with
the individual to determine what
might be in the student's future.
While the road to career discovery can be very rocky at
times, Kroll said success is well
worth the trip.
"It's incredible," Kroll said. "I
get a kick out of it every time a
student figures out what they
want to do and then watching
them in their senior year. 'JoAnn,
is my tie OK? What about the
suit?" Then toward the end, 'Well
JoAnn, I've got these four offers.'
Then they come back, often to
career days as recruiters, and
say, 'These young college students, JoAnn.'
"That's thrilling, to watch people through their careers. I love

my job."
Kroll told a story about a young
woman who came to her only
knowing she wanted to be around
music. The two researched the
possibilities. Kroll suggested art
management
"Her eyes were dancing. She
had no idea what those jobs were,
so we went and looked at some
resources and she said, 'Yes, this
is it,'" Kroll said. "She's excited.
I'm really excited because how
many people do you really know
who really love what they do for
a living? Who get up in the morning and say, 'Let me at it?' Work
doesnt have to be dreadful. It can
be fun."

Standoff
ends
without
injury
Rodd Aubrey
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - A hostage
jumped a gunman, ending a
seven-hour standoff in a
downtown state office
tower.
No one was injured when
the gunman, a man said to
be despondent over a rejected workers' compensation claim, was overpowered. SWAT officers
took over and arrested the
man, escorting him unharmed from the 12th floor office he had taken over at
about 10 a.m.
Two officers led him out
of the William Green building, which houses the Ohio
Bureau of Workers' Compensation, and put him into
a police van. The man wore
a T-shirt and blue jeans. He
appeared calm as he sat in
the van.
SWAT Lt. Dave Wood
said the man, whose name
was not released, will be
charged with three counts
of kidnapping.
"The hostage tried to take
care of him himself," Wood
said. "We came In right behind him and put him under
arrest."
Wood said the suspect
had gasoline and was
threatening to set things on
fire before he was arrested.
He said he would release
more information at an
evening news briefing.
Earlier, the gunman
released two hostages unharmed and had turned
over all but one gun in
exchange for a can of soda
pop and other items. Officers did not say what else
they traded.
WTVN radio reported
that the three hostages
were security guards.
The man is 40, unemployed and upset about
finances and workers'
compensation, Wood said.
Messages seeking comment were left at workers'
See STANDOFF, page four.

See KROLL, page three
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ters to the Editor
In response to Mike Wendling's November 6 article "If you didn't vote, don't gripe": There are certainly some reasong not to vote that you did not take
into consideration.
I'll try hard to keep this brief. First of all. you're
kidding yourself if you think the politicians we have
the option of voting for are looking out for us. The
United States government is a landlord plain and
simple: They make the rules, never hesitating to tack
on another unnecessary clause, and you can bet your
last rocket's red glare they're charging you rent.
Do you not think the President of the United
States has a boss with no name and lots of money?
The democratic republic has come to depend on the
dollar — ethical platofrms that are advertised on television are nothing but a baited hook. It goes far beyond broken promises — these are promises that were
never intended to be kept.
In Mike's article, he wrote about non-voters "you
do not care about your nation, your community and
your fellow Americans." later adding that we should
"die quickly" so that his kind could get down to business. First of all. I do not believe in this nation. The
world is my community, and. believe it or not. I care
for each and every person on it. The term "fellow
Americans" means nothing to me, and in my opinion,
patriotism of any sort only fuels the "different is bad"
fire.
Second of all, telling me to die quickly is immature and unprofessional, especially when we consider
that it was a mere sentence away from the "caring for
your fellow Americans" bit.
But forget all that. Mike. If there is one singular,
lonely reason in my mind not to vote, here it is, and
read it twice of you must: I will have no part in choosing my leaders because I am a man who does not
need to be led. I have utmost faith in myself, not a
gaggle of gray-haired man I don't even know.
The government needs me far more than I need
the government. The day I realized that is the day I
became free.

A mandate for moderation?
Like a lover you can't wait
to get rid of. then afterwards realize how interesting they were
and start missing them, the '96
election has slipped away from
me. In the eight days since the
vote. I've written two columns
on It and am regretting not
showing it more love. Ah me.
Now the politics of this year's
election is shacked up with the
winners, the other men whom
I didn't vote for. and they're
talking about a renewed commitment, even the B word: not
baby, but bipartisanship.
The Re-Election Mania
that granted contract extensions to a Democrat President
and a Republican Congress has
prompted the media to trumpet a "mandate for moderation"
from the voters. If there has
indeed been a mandate, politicians are listening and are taking quick, media-visible action.
Strident GOP Congressmen are
backing off their "Contract" fervor of early '95, pledging cooperation, while Clinton Is mulling Republican Cabinet appointments.
These unprecedented
concilltory moves were inconceivable a few years back, when
12 years of Reagenbush were
shackled with a Democrat-con-

Pierce
trolled Congress. Party control
has flip-flopped through the
election of Clinton and two
years later, the Republican
"revolution" (I know, an oxymoron). Thus, this year marks the
first major election of the last
three in which a party shift in
a government branch has not
taken place. The previous shifts
did not bring the immediate
results frustrated citizens had
hoped for by voting for change,
so now they're voting for stability and balance, forcing the
Washington kids to play nice.
The parties themselves
have grown further apart in recent years, fueled by the processes of group polarization,
media demagogues and a public that still gets into us-vs.them two-party showdowns.
Even so, that same public is
now putting its leaders in
check, keeping them honest,
and will not abide by bullheaded partisan clashes that
halt progress and shut down

entire governments. Ideological
differences may define parties,
but voters may sense that since
they are for the most part unchangeable . It Is only fair to let
both sides in on the policymaking process.
This may be the legacy of
the Clinton years: Getting
things done and getting legislation passed, albeit In a limited, restrained manner. "I've
got a great idea, but let's make
sure it's okay with the other
guy. No? Well then, well take
their opposing ideas and bring
it to the middle." The ultimate
waffle.
This is where the supposed "mandate" confounds
me. By so strongly stressing
compromises, will we lose out
on quality unfiltered policies?
Will the bite of a bill be extracted in committee as bipartisanship becomes a foregone
Congressional conclusion? Will
Clinton hesitate using his veto
against Republican-sponsored
legislation just to keep everybody happy? Will we see only
benign, limp and absolutely
necessary laws being enacted?
And what of our political
leaders? Each already possesses a list of people whom
they need to stay on the good

side of: party colleagues, the
dread special Interests and. oh
yeah, their constituents. Add to
that the other party, and you've
got weak, talking-head politlcos
getting weaker . blathering,
more substance-free nonsense,
and being pulled in 17 different directions. I've always felt
we need them to push one way
or the other, setting examples
as they set policy, but then
again, their role may be changing. This may be the dawn of
the age of "If the people lead,
the leaders will follow" (quoth
the bumper sticker), and a nation of diverse opinions may
create a new glut of moderate,
safe-as-milk politicians.
The second half of the
Clintonlan era begins in January, and we shall see If the postelection rhetoric of interparty
cooperation proves to be more
than Just rhetoric, meant to
kiss the bottoms of those who
actually bothered to vote. Until
then, expect more snoozefest
discourse like this column. Expect the denizens of the Capitol Hill to find new games to
play, "mandate" or none. Expect more politics.
Contact Matt at mattpti
bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Ryan Plummer
Junior
Philosophy
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Hang up on overseas phone scam

The hoax can begin when
you find a message on your
answering machine. You expect
to hear the familiar voice of a
Tiffany Wendeln
Brandon Wray
friend or family member. But
Entertainment editor
Copy Chief
the person behind the recorded
voice is no friend.
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
When you play back the
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor message, the voice gives you a
number to dial that begins with
an unfamiliar area code. The
Production Staff
person asks you to call to receive
information about an ill
Jennifer Apt
Cathy RaidI
or dead family member, tragedy, or another urgent matter.
Greg Schwitzgebel
Brian Gallatin
In a panic, you return the
call — which just happens to
Erin Taylor
Jeff Gayton
be the Carribean. You're then
either kept on hold, receive a
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
long, recorded message, or are
connected to a person claiming
Carla Zvosec
Margaret Kushlak
to speak only broken English.
The Idea is to keep you on
the line to build up charges on
Copyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly your phone bill; And every time
you call the number, the swinprohibited.
Thf BG News is an independent publication founded In 1920 dlers get a cut from the foreign
and is published dally during the academic year and
phone company.
Wednesday's In the summer.
These scams are horrific
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
because they play on a person's
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
concern for loved ones. And
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
profiting from the fear that a
those of The BG News.
Letters Intended for publication must be 200 300 words long, family member Is 111 or even
dead can't be tolerated.
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation. If any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
As attorney general. I'm
and all letters.
revolted at how people are tarThe BG News encourages Its reader to notify the paper of
geted by these unscrupulous
any errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
callers. Unsuspecting consumers are being swindled out of
210 West Hall
their hard-earned money by
Bowling Green State University
con artists cashing in on the
Bowling Green. OH 43403
fact that consumers don't realbgnewsl O bgnet.bgsu.edu
ize they're calling overseas.
Penny Brown
Opinion editor

I>

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

uesi
Columnist
You expect to hear
the familiar voice of a
friend or family
member. But the
person behind the
recorded voice is no
friend.

This new type of telephone
scam has been detected in Ohio
— and it's costing big bucks.
Overseas crooks are avoiding
United States laws and 900
number blocking by using International numbers, such as
those with an 809 area code.
Consumers are often confused about area codes,
wrongly believing that calls to
area code 809 or numbers In
Canada are U.S. rather than
International toll calls. And the
situation has become more
confusing with the creation of
new area codes.
Some consumers receive
foreign numbers as a message
on their pagers. When they return the call, they are also left
with a large phone bill from

•^

calling overseas — something
they didn't realize they were
doing.
Other variations of this
type of fraud include debt collection notices sent by email.
These computer messages inform consumers that they have
a past-due account and need
to call an 809 number to settle
the matter before collection
proceedings begin. If they call
the number, they get a recorded message that keeps
them on the line. Here's how
to stop that scam — If you receive a collection notice over
email, reply by email and insist that all collection notices
be sent to you by regular mail.
Yet another form of this
scheme Involves newspaper ads
looking for "mystery shoppers."
These ads claim that consumers will be paid for shopping in
their neighborhood stores. To
learn more, they're asked to call
an 800 number. After giving
some information, that number
Instructs them to call an 809
number for confirmation of
employment. In the end, the
consumer Is over-charged for
the call and still has no Job.
Here are some tips from
the Attorney General's Consumer Protection Section on
how to protect yourself from
offshore phone fraud:
If you call a local number
which Instructs you to call another number, be suspicious.
The referral may be to an in-

ternational number.
Be careful of any phone
numbers that begin with 809.
011. 268 or 664. These are
common international numbers used by scam artists. Always be leery before calling a
number with an area code you
don't recognize.
The front section of your
telephone book should contain
a list of long-distance area
codes within the United States.
If a phone number begins with
an area code that Isn't on this
list, the number is International. You can call your local
telephone company or long-distance carrier to learn where an
unfamiliar number will lead,
and what the approximate
charges would be.
Ohio consumers are also
advised to call th.» Ohio Attorney General's Public Action
Line toll-free at 1-800-2820515 if they suspect they've
been called by a fraudulent
company.
Consumers shouldn't
have to worry about bogus callers phoning them In the privacy
of their homes. And they certainly shouldn't be concerned
about whether or not they're
being swindled when they call
to check on what appears to be
an emergency situation. It's not
only unjust and unethical — It's
against the law.
Betty Montgomery is the
Ohio Attorney General and a
guest columnist for The News.
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Digging out

BLOTTER
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James Hall, 48, cleans snow from bis car Wednesday In Cleveland Heights.

Bloodmobile to visit campus
Dawn Keller
The BC News
A University committee is being created to increase the donations given to the American Red
Cross bloodmobile.
Committee member Barb
Waddell said they are organizing
the committee because participation has fallen off in the last few
years.
"There was one point this year
when they only had a few days'
supply," Waddell said. "And they
never know when they will need
it. You never know when you or
your loved ones will need blood."
The bloodmobile will take

Red Cross urges students,
faculty to donate blood
place at the Amani Down Under
Nov. 18 to 22 from 9 am. to 4 p.m.
except Wednesday. The bloodmobile will be open Nov. 20 from
9 am. to 7 p.m.
Waddell said it is important for
people to donate because the Red
Cross provides a majority of the
blood for the surrounding
counties.
"When the supply is low, there
is not anyplace they go to get
blood," Waddell said.

KROLL
learning about what they want
and don't want," she said. "We
Kroll said the office serves consider ourselves more educamore of an educational purpose tors than we do employment peothan an employment one. One of ple."
the education opportunities is in
the more than 500 employers who
If she could walk through the
visit the campus annually. doors of her office as a student,
Together, they conduct about Kroll said she would enjoy the
6,000 job interviews, according experience.
to Kroll.
"It's a learning lab. Many stu"I'd like how incredibly weldents are going to get hired right come I feel when I walk in the
through the campus interview, door. I would probably not like
but for the students who don't get having to wait to see JoAnn Kroll
hired as they go through these for a long while, but I'd be so
interviews - they're learning happy after I met with her," she
more about themselves. They're laughed
Continued from page one.

19 & Over Every Night

Outward Bound Speaker
Tuesday, November 19
State Room, 3rd floor
Union
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
•FREE*

• Video presentation
on wilderness trips
•Learn how to take
part in an Outward
Bound trip
For more
info call
2-7164

It's fast, it's free, and it's
all the news you need!!!!

before they give blood.
"Make sure you drink fluids
before you give blood," she said.
"And you should stay away from
caffeine because it has the tenWaddell said they would like to dency to rid your body of fluids.
see more faculty and staff donate And you don't want that."
Wittwer said the clothing doblood.
"Not only do we want students nors wear is also important.
"You should dress comfortably
to give, but we want faculty and
staff to give," Waddell said. and don't wear a lot of layers,"
"We'd like to see supervisors al- Wittwer said.
low employees to come over and
Waddell said if people know
donate blood without charging they are not able to donate blood,
them vacation time."
the Red Cross can still use their
Donna Wittwer, committee help.
"They can volunteer," Waddell
member, said there are several
precautions people should take said.

BG city employees
prepared for storm
Sarah Bednarskl
The BC News

Winter has come to Bowling Green, bringing with it snow and cold
temperatures. It's enough to make anyone stay inside - except for the
men and women who plow the snow and keep the city streets clear.
"We knew prior to the snowfall what was headed our way so our
trucks were prepared with the salt," said Bill Blair, public works director.
According to Blair, when a heavy snowfall hits, the crews work in
12-hour shifts around the clock. There is one truck that plows the
outer areas and the city is divided into four sections with one truck
covering each area, Blair said.
"We also have trucks that plow open areas, such as parking lots and
alleys," Blair said.
The reason the snow between Wooster and Main streets is plowed
to the middle is to keep the parking spaces in front of the stores clear,
Blair said.
"Contrary to what people think, we are not the only city that does
this. We have no plans to change this system at this time,"Blair said.
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■ A Second Street resident reported she is being harassed by
her neighbors. They have allegedly rolled their dumpster into
her drive blocking it.
■ A Speedway employee reported that a suspicious man was
hanging around Sunday. He reportedly came in the store and
asked questions like: "Are you
alone? How much money is in the
drawer? Can you get to the
money freely?"
■ Two men wearing flannel
shirts asked for a cheap pizza at
Marco's Saturday. When they
were offered one, they grabbed it
and ran toward Poe Road. The
pizza was valued at $4.
■ A Sandridge Road resident
reported that her mailbox and
wooden cover were damaged by
"a pumpkin and something else."
■ A resident was walking
around the East Reed area ringing doorbells and looking for an
address Friday. He was reportedly confused. He was given a stern
warning and sent on his way.
■ A Mentor resident was walking along North Enterprise and
helped himself to a barbecue
grill Friday. However, he put it
back.
■ A Citgo station employee reported that a local resident left
his driver's license at the station
two weeks ago because he did not
have money for gas. She has attempted to contact him and he
has not been back or called.
■ A South Summit resident reported that three males appeared
to be dealing drugs by her fence
Friday. No drug dealers were
found by police.
■ Two suspicious people
dressed like "gang members"
ordered food at a West Poe restaurant Friday. While waiting.the
gang member wanna-bes were
"acting strange and making fun
of older patrons in the restaurant."
■ A local resident reported
Friday she has been receiving

i

■ Three unknown females
walked into a room in Rodgers
and smashed a jar full of pennies
on the floor and cut the telephone
cord Nov. 11.
■ A local resident was arrested
for driving under the influence
and peeling tires Nov. 10.
■ A Kohl Hall resident reported he was having problems with
his roommate Nov. 10. Police
talked to both roommates and
advised them to "stay away from
each other."

J-|oward's Club(-|

The Itch

352 - 9951

Thurs.
Nov. 14th

Band Starts at 10 pm
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Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fn., Sat. & Sun.

I 203 N. Main, B.G.
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0 Games begin at 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm
Teams participating:
BG, Akron, Kentucky, Miami, Eastern Michigan, &
Western Michigan

W
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■ An Of fenhauer East resident
reported there was "bread with
peanut butter and shaving cream
on his door" Nov. 10. His roommate caused the problem and
was advised to clean it up.
■ A student was reported missing Nov. 9. The student was
found to be at the cross country
meet at Kent.
■ A Toledo resident was backing onto Ridge Street and struck
a light pole Nov. 8. He knocked it
over.

Electronic Darts

MAC Soccer Tournament
Championship: Sunday at 1:00 pm

■ A local resident reported to
police Thursday that her husband came home intoxicated and
took the license plates off of the
car so she could not drive. After
police were called, the husband
agreed to put the plates back on
the car.

BLOTTER

210 N Main

] Any Item w/
this coupon

■ A local resident reported
that when he went to pick up his
daughter Thursday per courtordered agreement in their
pending divorce case, his wife
became agitated and kicked him
in the leg repeatedly.

CAMPUS

®

OFF!

harassing phone calls at all hours
of the day and night. The harasser will not hang up when the
phone is answered and the harasee's phone will not disconnect
so she cannot call out. The harassee knows who the harasser is
because she has caller ID.
■ A local tenant has been accused of vomiting in doorways
on South Main Street Friday.
However, when asked the tenant
kept repeating, "I'm behaving
myself."
■ A local resident was given a
warning for allowing others on
in-line skates to hang onto the
back of his moped Friday.
■ A resident on Colony Lane
reported that he heard banging
on the walls for more than an
hour Friday. Police investigated
and found that two teen-age boys
had been wrestling.
■ A sick raccoon was reported
running around Faye Street Friday. The sick animal is still on
the loose.
■ A brown four-door model sedan was doing doughnuts in the
back Elder Beerman parking lot
Friday.
■ A local resident reported her
husband has been threatening
her. The husband has been allegedly telling her, "I'm going to get
you, I'm going to hurt you. I have
lots of friends who are great alibis."
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Nation
Jesse Jackson plans Texaco boycott
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The Associated Press

WHITE PLAINS. N.Y. - The
Rev. Jesse Jackson is urging motorists to drive by the Texaco
star and buy gas elsewhere in an
effort to force the company to
settle a race-discrimination lawsuit
Along with a national boycott,
picketing will begin Saturday at
Texaco sites unless the $520 million lawsuit is settled by then,
Jackson said Tuesday. Texaco
executives are accused of using
racial slurs against blacks in a
secretly recorded 1994 conversation about the case.
Jackson said even after a
settlement, the boycott will con-

tlnue until an equal-opportunity
plan is on the table.
"There is a culture here that
must be challenged, a culture
that must be changed," he said
outside Texaco's headquarters in
suburban Westchester County.
"We have to change this culture
using our economic sanctions,
our disciplined dollars.'*
The Boston-based civil-rights
group Organization for a New
Equality today announced a
national advertising campaign
that could encourage a boycott.
The ads, to begin appearing in
newspapers this week, show
women and minorities and say:
"At Texaco, they need not apply."

The ads do not ask for a boycott but urge readers to contact
the company "to express your
outrage at the discriminatory
practices at Texaco and how that
impacts your decision as a potential Texaco customer."
Jackson said he and other
black leaders who met with Texaco Chairman Peter Bijur on
Tuesday were also urging investors to sell off their company
stock.
Texaco was up 37 1/2 cents to
$95.75 a share today in early
trading on the New York Stock
Exchange.
Bijur said the discussion at
company headquarters - and one
earlier Tuesday in Baltimore

learned from personal stories of
students about what's going on.
That was a big learning experience."
Kanda said the communication
needs to continue.
"We need to continue to do
events like this and continue putting it in the forefront of the
University," Kanda said.
Melissa Allen, junior social
work major, said she was given
extra credit for a class to attend
the event. She said diversity
needs to be addressed on campus.
"I feel it's a very important issue," Allen said. "Our campus is
very diverse, and I think it's im-

portant for the different groups
to come together so we can understand our barriers."
The groups returned to watch
the end of the teleconference,
which featured what some of the
other participants had discussed
at their institutions.

DIVERSITY
Continued from page one.

personnel, served as a facilitator
She said she wanted to participate to help promote communication.
"It was something I felt Bowling Green definitely needed,"
Kanda said. "Coming from a very
diverse population, I see what is
lacking at Bowling Green, and
that's diversity."
Kanda said she learned a lot
from her group.
"I learned there's a lot more
work to be done than I originally
thought. Blatent racism still
exists and it's in society and it's
on this campus," Kanda said. "I

Michael Dyson, a professor at
Chapel Hill, served on the featured panel. He addressed a student's concern about losing the
identity he came to college with
"Roots should nourish, not
strangle," Dyson said. "I tell my
son that if you go to college and
you don't change, you're wasting
your time and my money."

STANDOFF
Continued from page one.

compensation administrative offices.
The man told the agency he
was looking for a job, but employees determined that he had
lied and cut off his benefits,
WTVN reported.
A man WBNS-TV identified as

the gunman's father told the
station his son had hurt his back
and one hand on the job for a
construction company about four
years ago and couldn't work as a
result. The man did not say
where the son worked or how he
hurt himself.
He said his son, who is married
to a registered nurse and has

three sons, was in financial ruin,
facing foreclosure on his house
and was in a state of desperation.
The siege started at about 10
am. The man was accompanied
early in the standoff by his son,
who is 8 or 9 years old. SWAT
officers managed to separate the
two and got the boy to safety.
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with NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume - were "a significant
help to Texaco," but he denounced the boycott.
"Boycotts are divisive," Bijur
said. "Boycotts, in my view,
cause economic disruption."
He also said a settlement of the
lawsuit before Saturday was unlikely, though "very high" on his
agenda.
Jackson said the civil rights
leaders were impressed with Bijur's attitude and his "personal
regrets for racism and sexism."
"(But) it becomes his burden to
get the kind of management
teams that will open up the company," Jackson said.
"I hope that ... you will drive

past Texaco and get gas someplace else," he told reporters.
Gary Stibel, a principal at the
marketing adviser New England
Consulting, said he didn't think a
boycott would be successful, and
added, "By and large, boycotts
don't work."
Stibel said consumers don't
need anyone to tell them when
not to buy a product, and are
often skeptical of the motives of
people calling for boycotts.
Daniel Berger, a plaintiffs'
lawyer, said he was "obviously
very grateful for any help" from
the boycott. He confirmed that
lawyers were trying to settle the
lawsuit, filed on behalf of 1,400

minority workers.
Tape transcripts filed last
week in support of the suit indicated that Texaco executives had
used the word "niggers" and described black workers as "black
jellybeans."
A report by a Texaco-hired investigator, however, said "niggers" was not on the tape. The
report also said the jelly-bean
remark was not intended as a racial slur, but came from an analogy used in a speech attended by
Texaco executives. Diversity
training programs commonly use
jelly beans to symbolize how
different colors can be mixed
without losing their identities.

Equation may make
seizures predictable
searchers succeeded in predicting 110 of them, with a warning
KANSAS CITY, Kan. - Two re- time averaging 13.6 seconds, said
searchers say they have dis- Osorio, a neurologist.
covered a mathematical equation
The researchers believe they
that can help predict when an
epileptic is about to have a sei- will be able to predict every seizure, as much as several minutes
zure.
Their unpublished findings in advance, when their algorithm
could lead to the development of is modified for each patient.
Ultimately, an electrode could
an implanted device that gives
epileptics critical seconds be implanted in a patient's brain
needed to remove themselves and attached to a transmitter in
from dangerous or embarrassing the chest. Osorio said the device
would analyze brain waves and
situations.
From their observations of 16 sound an alarm or flash a light
patients at the University of when the patient is about to have
Kansas Medical Center, Dr. Ivan a seizure.
A prototype warning device
Osorio and mathematician Mark
Frei developed an algorithm that may be ready for testing within
allows a computer to anticipate two years, the researchers said.
seizures based on readings of
patients' brain waves.
"People have tried to do this
The patients experienced a for many years," Osorio said. 'To
total of 125 seizures and the re- our knowledge, this is the first
The Associated Press

method in the world to detect
epileptic seizures as they are
occurring."
Dr. Orrin Devinsky, a neurologist and adviser to the Epilepsy Foundation of America,
questioned whether the algorithm would work for all epileptics.
But Osorio said it can be modified for each individual and it is
designed to adjust to individual
brain wave patterns.
Epilepsy, which afflicts about
2.5 million Americans, is a broad
term for a variety of seizure disorders that occur when electrical
discharges in the brain become
disorganized and uncontrolled.
Some epileptics become dizzy or
sense a strange smell or taste before a seizure, but most do not
get such warnings.

U.S. Army faces sex scandal
The Associated Press

FORT LEONARD WOOD, Mo.
- An Army drill sergeant was
sentenced today to five months in
jail and given a bad-conduct discharge for having sex with three
female recruits.
Staff Sgt. Loren B. Taylor
pleaded guilty Tuesday, the same
day Army officials announced
that two other instructors at Fort
Leonard Wood faced similar
charges and seven others had
been suspended.

The charges were made public
Five days after a sex scandal
broke at the military's Aberdeen
Proving Ground in Maryland.
The Army said the two cases are
unrelated.
And in another case, The San
Antonio Express-News reported
today that women Army trainees
from Fort Sam Houston kissed
their supervisors during wild
drinking binges and that one
trainee performed oral sex on
her supervisor. Five sergeants
were disciplined.

Taylor's bad-conduct discharge is not as severe as a dishonorable discharge. He must
serve his time in military prison
with no possibility of parole, and
was sentenced to demotion to
private and loss of all benefits.
His lawyers said the sentence
would be appealed.
"It's not enough time for what
he did to me and the others," said
one of his accusers, former recruit Angelia Shirley, 19, of
Vicksburg, Miss.
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Quite a legacy: Mahler, Palmisano and Cochrane are roots to success of Falcon program

BG soccer: In good hands
Mahler shapes program
from Palmisano's legacy
Scott Brown
The BC News
Mel Mahler became the third
soccer coach in Bowling Green
history under the most trying of
circumstances.
Long-time coach Gary Palmisano died suddenly on Dec. 8,
1994, leaving the BG program
without its heart and soul.
Enter Mahler, a seven-year assistant under Palmisano, who
was faced with taking over one of
the top programs in the Midwest.
He has quietly come into his own,
molding this year's MAC Championship squad into what many
consider the best in the program's history.
BG hosts the Mid-American
Conference Soccer Tournament
this weekend at Cochrane Field.
First-round action gets underway
Friday, while BG hits the field
Saturday at noon in the semifinals.
The Falcons,
seeded first,
are
the
favorites to win
their second
straight tournament title
and gain a
berth in the
NCAA Tournament
Mahler
Palmisano's
legacy is still felt in nearly every
aspect of the program, particularly at the Cochrane Field complex where every shrub and
bleacher is a product of his vision.
Nevertheless, this is Mahler's
team.
"A lot of what I do is a direct
influence of Gary," Mahler said.
"A lot of things haven't changed
very much since he left us.
"I think there is a lot of quality
in this program and there is a lot
of history in this program. A lot
of great things are going on here.

1993

"I think there is a lot
of quality in this
program and there is
a lot of history in this
program. A lot of
great things are going
on here, and
everybody associated
with the program
wishes he could be
here to see it."

Mid-American
Conference
Soccer
Tournament
Mickey Cochrane Field, BGSU
Friday-Sunday

These stories on current
BG coach Mel Mahler and
former coach Mickey Cochrane are part of a series
leading up to the MAC Soccer Tournament this weekend at BG's Mickey Cochrane Field.
Also included in today's
paper is a column by Jim
Tocco, The News' soccer
writer, urging support for
the team.
The Falcons, the top seed
in the tournament, open
play Saturday at noon
against an as-yet undetermined opponent. A victory
in Saturday's game would
put BG in the championship
game of the tournament
Sunday at 1 p.m.
Student passes for the
tournament are available at
the Ticket Office in Memorial Hall through Friday.
Two-day student passes,
good for Saturday and Sunday's action, will be available beginning Saturday at
Cochrane Field. Cost of
those passes is $3.
A victory Sunday would
clinch a spot in the NCAA
Tournament for Bowling
Green.

Mel Mahler
speaking of former coach Gary
Palmisano
and everybody associated with
the program wishes he could be
here to see It."
Palmisano was found unconcious in his office at Doyt Perry
Stadium and died minutes later
at Wood County Hospital on that
afternoon of 1994.
The loss hit the Bowling Green
community hard. Palmisano was
one of the most well-liked members of the athletic community,
and that loss is still felt today.
"It's still tough," said former
coach Mickey Cochrane, the
namesake of the soccer team's
home field and still one of the
program's biggest boosters.
"You cant replace somebody
like Gary Palmisano," Cochrane
continued. "He was a good man
who was really dedicated to the
sport of soccer and to BGSU.
"But the program is in good
hands. Mel has a feel for the past,
and I think that continuity is really important to the program. He
has done a great job, and it shows
in how good this team is."
See MAHLER, page six.

Tto BC Ncwi/Kelly Dfetrick

Falcon soccer coach Mel Mahler watches the action as his team takes oo Dayton lo a game Nov. 1.
Mahler leads Bowling Green into the MAC Soccer Tournament at Cochrane Field this Saturday at
noon.

In Friday's edition. The
News profiles senior Dave
Kind! in addition to a comprehensive preview of the
tournament itself.

Cochrane, the program's foundation,
remains an active part of community
Jim Tocco
The BG News

pnota cwirtcsy BGSU Spent I nlorm.Ho

Former BG soccer coach Mickey Cochrane (right) surveys a practice with assistant coach Gary Palmisano In this photo dated in the mid-1970s. Palmisano later succeeded Cochrane as head coach of the
Falcon program. Cochrane, though retired, Is still an active part of the community and attends most of
BG's games.

"To be retired and
still be active is still
very important to
me.

On a cold afternoon in Bowling
Green, the Falcons have just
defeated the Michigan State
Spartans by a convincing score
of 3-0 at Mickey Cochrane Field.
An older man, bundled up in
Mickey Cochrane
warm clothes, stands up and hails
head coach Mel Mahler.
former Falcon coach
"Iriat's about as good as it
gets!" he yells to Mahler.
"Thanks, Mick!" comes the re- repertoire, and the ancient sport
of soccer was one of them.
plyEnter Cochrane, a young coach
The man, a fixture in the crowd
at Bowling Green games has also who, after a tenure at John Hopbeen a fixture In Bowling Green kins University, was signed on to
soccer since its inception. Al- guide Bowling Green's varsity
ways identified with Bowling soccer and lacrosse teams.
Their first year, the Falcons
Green soccer - and it with he w the man, Mickey Cochrane, has played a modest eight game
paid the current team his re- schedule and posted a 2-4-2 mark.
Only one team on the Falcons'
spect. He slowly turns to saunter
out of the facility enshrined with innaugural year schedule (Dayton) remains as a Division I-A
his name.
In 1965, the athletics program soccer team. At Bowling Green,
at BGSU was growing by leaps however. Falcon soccer has roland bounds. The University had led on and never stopped improvcommitted to adding many new ing, standing as a pillar of
varsity sports to the school's strength among NCAA soccer

Ball State selected preseason favorite
Scott Brawn
The BG News
TOLEDO - Ball State was tabbed as the
preseason favorite Wednesday, but it was
Bowling Green coach Jim Larranaga who
made the biggest buzz during the annual
Mid-American Conference Men's Basketball Preview at the SeaGate Centre.
With the MAC possessing the deepest
talent pool in Its 50-year history, Larranaga fired shots at the NCAA over its
tournament selection process - specifically regarding MAC schools, or the lack

thereof in the Big Dance.
"It took five teams from the Big Ten to
equal the same number of victories that
one team from the MAC produced In the
NCAA Tournament last year," Larranaga
explained.
"Our league has gotten so good, and
there are so many quality teams, that our
league deserves not two bids - which
we're not getting, anyway - but three or
four bids."
The Falcons were picked fifth in the
preseason poll of MAC media members
and were one of six teams that received
I

first places, indicative of the balance and
talent that permeates the league this
season.
Seven of 10 MAC teams return at least
three starters this season, offering the
league perhaps the highest quality of
play in its history.
It would be an excellent time, then, to
get the word out on MAC basketball.
"We have an identity crisis," Ohio
coach Larry Hunter said. "I'd like to see
us stepping to the plate. We have a great
product... but it's all about exposure."
Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels was

selected to the preseason AH-MAC team
along with Ball State's Bonzi Wells,
Eastern Michigan's Earl Boykins, Miami's Devin Davis and Geno Ford of Ohio.
"I think it may be more recognizable
by everybody else," Daniels said of the
conference. "I think the MAC is really
starting to come up as far as conference
status is concerned. It's always been one
of the most underrated conferences.
There are some really good teams from
top to bottom. Anybody is liable to come
in first
See FAVORITE, page »i»-

programs.
Why did BG soccer stand when
so many other programs fell by
the wayside?
Cochrane, the root of the Bowling Green soccer tradition, has
been credited with keeping the
team going through many lean
years for soccer.
"It really wasn't anything I
did," he said.
Cochrane had a difficult time
at first finding recruits for the
young soccer and lacrosse programs.
"When we first started, we
didn't have any soccer in Ohio,"
he said. "So I went back to Baltimore and Long Island to recruit
some doublers [athletes who
played both sports]."
Seven years later, lacrosse was
dumped as a varsity sport at BG,
but Cochrane remained at the
helm of the Bowling Green soccer team until 1977. He amassed
a record of 68-56-14 over the program's first 13 years, but more
importantly, he planted the
See COCHRANE, page six.

Men's
Basketball

?TcK33?13^n "Poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ball State
441 (20)
Miami
436(16)
Eastern Michigan ...392 (3)
Ohio
375 (4)
Bowling Green
350 (6)
Western Michigan ..275 (2)
Toledo
177
Central Michigan ... 162
Kent
113
Akron
85
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Soccer is only real game left in town
Quick question for the hardcore sports fan: What was the last
major Cleveland sports team to
win a national title?
If you said the 19S2 Cleveland
Indians, you're wrong. The Cleveland Crunch won the NPSL
championship in the 1995-96
season.
Similarly, even with a season
finish of 15-3-1, finishing out with
11 straight wins, winning both the
conference title and the state title, the Bowling Green soccer
team is often overlooked on campus as an elite NCAA team, which
is exactly what it la.
If you have overlooked soccer
in the past, now is the time to give
it a shot. Our soccer team is
ranked 10th in the nation as they
roll Into the MAC tournament this
weekend, and probably the NCAA
tournament the weekend after.
Soccer is gaining popularity in

ever, though, the men's soccer
team is one to watch.
No team has had as great an
opportunity as the 1996 soccer
team to make waves on the
national scene since the hockey
teams of the mid-80's.
And I'm not just talking about
waves. I'm talking about tidal
waves.
In their last three matches, the
Falcons outscored their opponents by an aggregate score of
21-2. Of their recent success,
coach Mel Mahler said: "It's almost scary."
This weekend will probably be
the last opportunity to see the
1996 Falcons at home. The reason
that we may not see them again is
that, owing partially to a lack of
attendance. Bowling Green may
not host an NCAA tournament
game.
Butler University, the likely

winner of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament,
would be a prime candidate to
play BG in the NCAA tournament. Butler has an mediocre record of 8-6-2. However, were the
two schools to play each other,
the NCAA would likely select
Butler as the home team, because
they regularly draw 1,000-2,000
fans per match.
And home NCAA games are
very Important. Last year, 12 of
16 home teams in the first round
of the tournament won their
matches.
Besides, there's nothing else to
do this weekend. Or are you going
to travel over 1,000 miles to see
our 4-6 football team play?
If you need any more incentive,
ticket prices for students have
been slashed down to half price.
It's now just six dollars to see all
five soccer matches and just

"The coaching today is unbe- renamed Mickey Cochrane Field.
lieveably sophisticated now It was a symbol that Cochrane's
compared to what it was 30 to 35 contributions to soccer would
never stop.
years ago."
Cochrane acts as the historian
One year after his retirement, for the NSCAA, and was given
Cochrane was given the annual the BUI Jeffrey Award in 1984
Honor Award by the National "for the preservation of soccer
Soccer Coaches Association of history, records and memorabiliAmerica (NSCAA).
On Oct. 11, 1980, before a 2-1
BG win over Northern Illinois,
"To be retired and still be acBowling Green's soccer field was tive is still very important to

me," he said.
Asked if he would be attending
this weekend's MAC Tournament, Cochrane said, "You bet I
will."
Last year, Cochrane was inducted into the NSCAA Hall of Fame,
a select group of only 28 coaches.
Cochrane will remember his
accomplishments, but most of all,
he will remember his players.
When asked about the best part
of his time here, Cochrane is

quick to answer
"That's easy. The players that
came to play here.... It's wonderful to see the many, many wonderful players who came through
here. I love to see the success the
kids have had in the profession
and other professions. Listen to
me, I still call them kids, and
they're probably 40 to 50 years
old. But I'll never forget them."
And Bowling Green soccer will
never forget its founder.

"And I can't really say enough
about the possibilities that are
within our reach here. This area
is a hotbed for soccer on the high
school level, and you can see
across the board how the level of
play keeps getting better and
better. Every freshman class
that comes in is better than the
last one."
The BG experience hasn't been
Mahler's first as a collegiate
head coach. He headed the soccer program at Pfeiffer College
in North Carolina for three
seasons before coming to BG to
serve under Palmisano in 1987.
Mahler served as the team's
Interim coach in 1993 when Palmisano took a leave of abscence

to work on the World Cup staff in
Detroit.
This year's team, at 15-3-1, is
hoping to succeed last year's accomplishments: an NCAA bid but
subsequent first-round loss to
eventual champion Wisconsin.
All but one starter from that

team returns this year.
"How we're ready for that next
step, to really take this program
to the level that Gary had envisioned for it," Mahler said. "We
certainly have the talent to do it."
And, certainly, the coach to do
it.

It's about time we did too.
What am I saying? GO SEE
THE SOCCER TEAM PLAY. BG
squares off at noon on Saturday
with the lowest seed remaining
from the Kentucky/Western
Michigan and Miami/Eastern
Michigan games. If they win that
match (they are heavily favored
against any of those teams), they
play again at noon on Sunday,
most likely against rival Akron.
If you're looking to Sept. 13,
America. Americans have been
1997, when BG football plays
soccer-deprived for so long that
Ohio State, as the next time a BG
the world's pasttime has been
sports team other than hockey
relegated in the States to the
will be Involved in a game with a
status of "that foreign sport." But national power, look no further.
from the USA national team's re- BG soccer IS a national power.
cent run at World Cup contention
Mickey Cochrane Field is one
to the implementation of the
of the finest soccer facilities in
brand new Major League Soccer, the region. Over the past three
Americans are beginning to take years, The Falcons are 23-1-1 at
notice of the world's most popuhome. Still, soccer attendance
rarely cracks 500. Now more than
lar sport.

Jim
Tocco

BG News
Sports
Writer

It's a chance to see a
national power play
in Bowling Green.

three dollars to see the Saturday
and Sunday matches.
Your attendance at the MAC
tournament this weekend would
not only give the soccer team
greater support, but it might help
bring an NCAA game to Bowling
Green.
Besides, it's a chance to see a
national power play in Bowling
Green.

COCHRANE
in who didn't know anything
about losing."
Palmisano carried on Cochrane's legacy admirably. After
Palmisano's untimely death in
1994, the torch, lit by the same
flame, was passed on to Mahler.

Continued from page five.

foothold for a lasting, successful
soccer program.
When Cochrane finally decided
to step down, his tradition and vision was carried on by Gary Palmisano, who had been his assistant coach.
"[Palmisano] played for me.
He was my goalie," Cochrane
said. "And when I decided to
leave, we wanted a coach to step

"There's always been a tie-in,"
Cochrane said. "It went right
from me to Palmo to Mel. I think
that's been part of the reason for
our success.

MAHLER
kept everybody going, even when
you knew it was hard on him,
The Falcons are currently too."
Remembering the afternoon of
ranked 10th in the nation and
have knocked off such perennial Palmisano's death is still hard on
powers as Akron and Indiana Mahler, but he has learned to
already this season. BG rides an cope with the grief.
"It's still tough at times," he
11-game winning streak into Satsaid. "What you have to do is reurday's game.
Senior co-captain Steve Klein member the good things. The
credits Mahler with much of the memories that I keep of Gary are
success that the program is cur- the good things, the fun times,
the enjoyable things.
rently experiencing.
"Now we have to be focused on
"Losing coach Palmisano was
one of the toughest things that carrying on the legacy that
has ever happened to any of us on Mickey started and he continued.
the team," Klein said. "Coach This program, thanks almost enMahler really was a unifying tirely to those two individuals, is
force through everything. He capable of some really great

Continued from page five.
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things."
Mahler has visions of the program becoming a perennial Top
10 team and a force in the NCAA
Tournament. Those visions have
partially come to fruition already
this season.
He also envisions staying at
Bowling Green for a long time.
While he is originally from North
Carolina, his wife is a native of
nearby Perrysburg and the two
are presently happy with the BG
community.
"That's not to say I wouldn't
entertain an offer if it came
along, but we are really happy
here," Mahler said. "This is a
good community to raise a family-

• Nalfva Amancan
Grass
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ONE LOVE
REGGAE
TR1BN/TE
TO BOB MARLEY
Saturday, November 16,1996
9:30 P.M. * Amani, Commons
Free Event in the Spirit of Bob Marley
Donations (monetary or non-perishable food items) for
the B.G. Food Pantry

Featuring:

Performers
Musicians
Technicians
Costume Shop
Personnel
Bersnstain Bears™
P.J.'s
Minimum Age 18

Cedar Point
Friday, November 22,1996
Live Entertainment Office
Rehearsal Studios
Auditions & Interviews
12:00 -4:00 p.m.

TH€ ARK MIND
(OHIO'S
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Continued from page five.

"The team that is stronger and
has the most mental toughness is
going to rise above the rest, and
we hope that's us."
Twenty of 52 first-place votes
went to the Cardinals, who in
Wells possess the best player in
the MAC. Ball State edged out
Miami by just six points, 441-435,
for first place.
Eastern Michigan, coming off
last year's run to the second
round of the NCAA Tournament
highlighted by a first-round win
over national power Duke,
received three first-place votes
and was tabbed third. Ohio University, which will likely start
the senior Ford with four sophomores this year, was picked
fourth with four first-place
votes.
After BG, Western Michigan
grabbed sixth place with a pair of
first-place votes. Rounding out
the poll were Toledo, Central
Michigan, Kent and Akron.
Larranaga acknowledged that
the conference this year may be
as talented as in his 11-year tenure - and certainly deserving of
a serious look by the NCAA come

tournament time.
"We won 18 games two years
ago," Larranaga said. "We should
have been in a postseason tournament, NCAA or NIT. But, we
don't get the national respect that
this league deserves."
Larranaga pointed out several
compelling statistics regarding
the MAC, Big Ten and the NCAA.
Over the past 10 years, disregarding automatic bids, the Big
Ten has outdrawn the MAC 45-1
In terms of NCAA appearances.
With its one at-large bid g Miami in 1995 - the MAC representative upset Arizona,
ranked in the Top 20 nationally at
the time.
Larranaga wouldn't speculate
on a favorite for the MAC race,
but did indicate that his team
would be near the top.
"Right now the only thing you
can do is evaluate the quality of
the returning players," Larranaga said. "What you do know is
there are six teams that all have
veteran lineups that are all capable of having great seasons and
winning this conference."
The Falcon men open their
season Nov. 23 at James Madison.

INFO. Call 419-352-7143 or 354-5052

Cavaliers beat Portland

NIGHT ATTHE
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The Bowl-N-Greeaery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PASTA!
feast on alt you can eat pasta. "Pius, your mtal includes
soup & salad Bar, potato bar and beverages.

a. *5.30

Moors: 4:30- 7:00pm

The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
&Ribs
For further information
contact:
Cedar Point*
Live Entertainment
Post Office Box 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-5006
(419)627-2390
www.cedarpointcom

FAVORITE

your dinner includes WBQCfucktn & !Ri6s, potato,
tossed salad, and game Bread.

?8.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners
available
ainners always avauaou

Hours:
•Hours: 4:30
4:30-■ 7:00pm
7:00 pm

Meal Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00pm
"Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - 1:30 pm & 4:30 7:00 pm

By the Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland Cavaliers almost blew a
21-point fourth-quarter lead, but Chris Mills hit a 3-pointer with
81 seconds left and the Cavs held on to beat the Portland Trail
Blazers 81-70 Wednesday night.
Cleveland broke open a close game with a 19-2 run that started
late in the third quarter. The Cavs won even though leading
scorer Terrell Brandon had only six points and one field goal and
shot 1-for-ll from the field.
Portland did not score in the fourth period until Isaiah Rider
hit a 3-pointer with 6:23 left, but Cleveland still led 72-54. It
started a 15-0 run for Portland as the Cavs went scoreless for
more than five minutes.
Clifford Robinson rebounded his own miss and scored as
Blazers coach P.J. Carlesimo yelled, "C'mon! Keep playing!" A
pair of foul shots by Robinson made it 72-66 with 1:39 left.
Mills then sank his crucial 3-pointer from the right wing to
make it 75-66 with 1:21 left. Brandon and Bobby Phills sealed it
by going 4-for-4 at the foul line, and Brandon got his only field
goal on a jumper with nine seconds left for the final basket of the
game.

BGSU BASKETBALL
Exhibition Games
Women vs. Columbus AAU at 5:45
Men vs. DC Explorers at 8:00
Come Rock the House that Roars
Free Admission with Student ID

Thursday, November 14,1996
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Falcons hope to
stop the leaking
Hockey team has lost four straight
After six consecutive wins, the
Falcons find themselves In the
midst of a four-game losing
streak. The slump couldn't have
come at a more inopportune time
as the Falcons travel to CCHA
leader Miami on Friday, and host
NCAA defending champion
Michigan on Saturday.
Prior to the first loss BG had
out-scored their opponents 38-13.
Since that point, BG has only
managed to put up a four game
total of 11 goals. It wasn't lack of
scoring chances against Ferris
State that led to their downfall;
the Falcons peppered the freshman goalie with 49 shots.
Bowling Green coach Buddy
Powers said that the team has
been getting quality shots, but
has failed to capitalize on the
chances.
"We're not capitalizing,"
Powers said. "We had real good
quality shots."

HOCKEY

NOTEBOOK
Blake Parkins
BG News
Assistant
Sports Editor

two for six.

"The difference in the games
was the power plays," Powers
said. "They capitalized on the
power play and we didn't.
"That's been a sore spot for us
on the four games we've lost;
we're not scoring goals when we
get an opportunity on the man
advantage."

Kelman, Perrault, Price to sit
against Redskins

Power play is cold

The BG bench will be three
men shorter Friday night at
Miami as Todd Kelman, Kelly
Perrault and Dan Price will serve
their one game suspensions for
last weekend's scuff els at Michigan.
Kelman and Perrault were Issued game disqualifications for
their altercations with UM's Jason Botterill and Bill Muckalt,
who recieved the same sentence.
Price was sent to the showers

BG is experiencing a scoring
drought on the power play. BG
was 14-39 on the power play going into the Michigan State game.
Since then the club is a dismal
1-28.
By contrast, the Falcon opponents have had success on the
power play. Ferris State was successful on two of five chances on
the advantage and Michigan was

Bowling Green goalie Bob Petrle makes a stop against Ferris State
last week. The Falcons will look to halt an ugly four-game losing

streak Friday on the road against Miami.

with about a minute to play at
Michigan for scrapping with
UM's Bubba Berenzweig. Benenzweig will sit with his teammates as UM hosts intra state
rival Michigan State.

forward Andy Ilvonen has a separated shoulder from a Michigan
defender. He will be out for at
least four weeks.
Senior top-liner Brett Punchard has two broken bones and a

Ilvonen and Punchard out indefinitely
The Falcons will be without the
services of two solid performers
for an extended time. Freshman

Tk« BG N<»./D«il KkiTxviky

torn ligament in his ankle as the
result of a leg-whip by Michigan
captain Brendan Morrison in
plain sight of an official. Punchard will be out for six to eight
weeks.

BG women's tennis team Falcon spikers seek fifth
finishes solid fall season victory among final seven
into the spring and MidAmerican season.
Julie Wcisblatt explained the
fall season as a whole.
"We had a lot of good wins,"
Weisblatt said. "We're looking
forward to the spring and MAC
seasons. The team is strong all
the way down. We'll work hard
in the winter and it'll pay off In
the spring."
Dean also said the fall season
will help the team for three
reasons.
First, the girls saw a lot of
tough competition in both singles and doubles competition.
Second, they saw lots of doubles combinations and worked
on doubles play. Third, they
were able to evaluate what
needs to Improve.

6. Michael Graham
The BG News
Recess time.
The Bowling Green women's
tennis team is not heading to
the playgrounds, but it is now
in the offseason between the
fall and spring seasons.
The break should give the
team a much-needed breather
after an impressive fall season.
Some teams benefit from a
break, while others hurt from
one, but the Falcons are hoping
this break can be for the better
as senior Cindy Mikolajewskt
explained.
"On the court, sometimes
you play five hours a day in
competition play," Mlkolajewski said. "It can be mentally
and physically draining. If you
play longer, injuries start to
occur."
Head coach Penny Dean
mentioned a couple specific
areas the team will work on
during the offseason.
One of those things is weightlifting as the team hopes to
si rent hen up for the offseason.
The Falcons will also go
through a quickness program
called plyometrics, which Is
the part that Dean is the most
excited about.
The third area of work will
be skill instruction, where
Dean can help players in specific areas such as serving.
The team is hoping to carry
the successes of the fall season

Rolex Qualifier Notes
The Falcons accomplished a
couple firsts at the Regional
Rolex Qualifier in Bloomington, Ind. at Indiana University
this past weekend.
One of the firsts came before
competition began. In the fact
it was the first time BG has
sent five players to the qualifier. The players were Mikolajewski, Weisblatt, Jenny
Cheung, Jenny Schwartz and
Deidee Bissinger.
In Dean's tenure at BG, only
one other player was sent to
qualifiers.
One of the big highlights of
the tournament was the dou-

The Canoe Shoo no s. RIVER ROAD
■ MMMMMIl
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■ lllFA^LBlack Swamp Outfitters

Cheung, Schwartz and Weisblatt all accomplished another
first by winning their first singles match in the tournament.
Schwartz defeated Cincinnati's Trocewicz, 7-6, 2-6, 7-S, In
the first round before falling
6-2, 6-1 in the second round to
Marquette's Sara Fernandez.
Weisblatt defeated Marquette's Megan Berman, 6-3, 6-3,
before losing to Indiana's Megan Racey, 2-6,6-2,6-1.

Long since eliminated from the
MAC tournament race, Bowling
Green is playing for pride, but
they seem to be winning it.
The Falcons will look to extend
a late season three-match winning streak this weekend as they
play their final two matches of
the season. Western Michigan
will host the Falcons on Friday.
Ball State will provide the opposition on Saturday.
"We know we're out of the
MAC tournament," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said. "As
I've said before, our goal was to
win five of the final seven
matches. We've won four."
Bowling Green needs one win
to complete the goal they set for
themselves, but that win is far
from certain. Neither Western
Michigan nor Ball State will be in
a mood to give up a win.
Western Michigan (8-7) is one
game behind fourth place Kent.
Should Kent falter, a Bronco win
could help propel them into the
MAC tournament.
"Western Michigan is still
mathematically still alive." Van
De Walle said. "They've been
playing well at home. It will be a
tough match." In the teams' previous meeting, the Falcons extended Western to five games
15-9, 9-15, 1S-8, 9-15, before
dropping the fifth game by a
tight 15-13 score.
Western Michigan's Bridget
Norris was the star of the game
as she led the Broncos in kills,
blocks, and digs. Her 26 kills
were particularly impressive.
At least the Falcons have histo-

Last Week

VOLLEYBALL

NOTEBOOK
William
Sanderson
BG News
Sports Writer

ry on their side. The last four
times they have gone into Kalamazoo, they have emerged with
victories.
Ball State will likely prove a
much tougher foe on Saturday
night. At 13-2, the Cardinals are
in a tie for first place with the
Miami Redskins. Bowling Green
could ruin the Cardinals regular
season championship hopes with
a win.
October 12, Ball State made it a
rough afternoon for the Falcons.
The Cardinals swept the Falcons
15-5, 15-12, 15-8. Ball State looks
strong coming off wins against
Eastern and Central Michigan
last week.
If the Falcons' history against
Western Michigan is favorable,
their history against Ball State is
anything but The Cardinals have
a ten match winning streak. The
last time BG won in Muncie was
1991.
"We're looking at this weekend
as our own MAC tournament."
Van De Walle said. "The Western
Michigan game is the semi-final,
and the Ball State match Is the
final."

Bowling Green affirmed to one
and all that it had turned the corner, with a win over Toledo. The
Falcons have won three in a row,
for only the second time all
season.
At 5-10, Bowling Green, can
look down at two conference
teams below it, Akron and lowly
Eastern Michigan. They are tied
for seventh place with Toledo.
Should the Falcons win both
games, and Ohio lose both of
theirs, Bowling Green will vault
into sixth place to end the season.
Drawing from the previous
weekend's triumph, BG handled
Toledo with ease, beating them
16-14,15-11,15-3.
Perhaps the biggest difference
was the teams respective hitting
percentages. Good defense rendered the Rocket attack punchless, as Toledo only hit .084. The
Falcons, by contrast, blasted a
.307.
Senior Lori Hilton was the Falcons offensive leader for the 20th
time this season. Hilton belted 16
kills for an astounding .600. Lori
Kemerer hit 14 kills. Wendy
Watkins had 35 assists, as well as
5 block assists.

Watkins Moving Up Assist List
On the strength of her 35 assists night against Toledo, Wendy
Watkins moved into fourth place
on the Falcons career assist list.
Her career total of 1,270 assists
moves her past Barb
Baker(1984-85).

DaveMatthewsBand

WATERVILLE, OH
utes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to WatervillG

15 min
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MANAGEMENT
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bles team of Mikolajewski and
Bissinger winning the consolation bracket.
After losing 8-2 to Michigan
State's Kendra Barry and Sara
Hulewicz, Mikolajewski and
Bissinger defeated Cincinnati's Nikki Harris and Amy
Trucewicz, 8-2; Indiana's Lauri
Barrett and Becky Wallahan,
8-2; and Micigan State's Brooke
Townsend and Brooke West,
8-3. Harris is the sister of
Bowling Green men's coach
Jay Harris.
"That was an outstanding accomplishment because they
beat three tough teams," Dean
said of Bissinger and Mikolajewski. "Overall, we certainly got in good competition.
We played people we wont see
in dual matches.
"This was an outstanding accomplishment in the fact that
we saw some good competition
and know we can compete with
any team there."
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ADVENTURE
GEAR FOR:

113 railroad St.

352-9302

HIKING
CAMPING
CLIMBING
BACKPACKING
X-C SKIING
CANOHNG
KAYAKING

open: Mon-Fri
8:00-5:00
Reserve Your
Apartment Early For
The 1997-1998
School Year

Student Discou nt w/BGSU I.D. on
Nonsc ile Items

"QUALITY OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING"
V>
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Every 1-800-COLLECT call you complete between now and December 16th will automatically enter you
to win a trip for two to see Dishwalla live in concert in San Francisco, plus $1,000 cash to throw around
town. The more 1-800-COLLECT calls you complete, the more chances you have to win. Now you have two
great reasons for using 1-800-COLLECT: Up to 44% savings and a chance to see Dishwalla in San Francisco.

1-800-COLLECT

Save up to 44%.
U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. No purchase necessary For free entry and rules, call 1-800-RULES4U. Sweepstakes ends 12/16/96.
Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed Interstate call. For long-distance calls.
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Tribe acquires Williams
Giants get Tavarez, Kent
Rob Glosler
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Matt Williams, one of the top home run
hitters in baseball, was traded by
the San Francisco Giants to the
Cleveland Indians on Wednesday
for infielders Jeff Kent and Jose
Vizcaino and reliever Julian Tavarez.
Williams has 247 homers in his
10 years as the Giants' third
baseman, including 38 in the
strike-shortened 1994 season.
But he has missed large portions
of the last two seasons with injuries.
In Cleveland, he'll be joining a
team that ranked sixth in the
majors this past season with 218
homers and lost in the divisional
playoffs to Baltimore.
The Giants went 68-94 this
season, the third-worst record in
baseball. Their most glaring
needs appeared to be starting
Thr Associated Press
pitching and at first base.
Matt Williams, shown slicing a two-run single against the Cincinnati
Kent hit .265 for the Indians
Reds, was acquired by the Cleveland Indians In a trade for Jose Viz- last season and Vizcaino hit .285.
caino, Jeff Kent, and Julian Tavarez.
Both were obtained by Cleveland

from the New York Mets on July
30 in exchange for infielders Carlos Baerga and Alvaro Espinoza.
Tavarez went 4-7 with a 5.36
ERA in 51 games - including four
starts - for the Indians.
The acquisition of Williams
gives the Indians the promise of
continued offensive power even
if they are not able to re-sign free
agent Albert Belle. The Indians
have offered a long-term contract, but Belle plans to visit the
Florida Marlins for talks next
week.
Cleveland general manager
John Hart said Tuesday he was
working on a contingency plan in
case Belle does not re-sign with
the Indians.
Williams missed the end of last
season, when he hit .302 with 22
homers and 85 RBIs, after having
surgery on his right shoulder in
mid-August.
In 1995, Williams was leading
the NL in hitting, homers and
RBIs when he broke a bone in his
right foot on June 3 on a foul tip
and was out for three months. He
finished with an average of .336,
with 23 homers and 65 RBIs.

Plans laid for
new stadium
Terry Klnney
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Planners
hired by the city and by Hamilton County to work on
downtown riverfront development said Wednesday they
are still looking at several
sites for new stadiums for
baseball and football.
About the only thing that
seems certain is that a new
football stadium for the Cincinnati Bengals will be somewhere along the Ohio River,
said Bob Bedinghaus, president of the Hamilton County
Board of Commission.
Don Carter of Pittsburghbased Urban Design Associates said his company was
holding a three-day workshop
in Cincinnati, including a public hearing Thursday night.
He said planners are considering at least three options
for the Cincinnati Reds stadium - along the river, in an
area known as Broadway
Commons a few blocks from

the river or refurbishing
Cinergy Field as a baseballonly stadium.
Bedinghaus said the county
commission has imposed a
late-December deadline on itself for final site selections.
Hamilton County voters approved a half-cent sales tax
increase to finance the stadiums. The county would own
and operate them.
"The only thing we have
agreed to with the Bengals is
we will have a mutually
agreeable site on the riverfront," Bedinghaus said.
There is no deal yet with the
Reds.
Mayor Roxanne Quails said
the planners' job included an
entire urban design for Cincinnati's central riverfront.
"This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity to transform the
riverfront and all of downtown
Cincinnati," Quails said. "This
is probably the most important decision this group of
elected officials will make."

Caminiti unanimous as NL MVP
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Ken Caminiti,
who led San Diego into the
playoffs for the first time in 12
years, became the fourth unanimous winner of the NL Most Valuable Player Award on Wednesday.
The 33-year-old third baseman
became the first Padres player to
win the award in the 28-year history of the team. Jeff Bagwell
(1994), Mike Schmidt (1980) and
Orlando Cepeda (1967) were the
only other unanimous picks.
Mike Piazza of Los Angelas
was second with 18 second-place
votes and 237 points, followed by
Ellis Burks of Colorado with five

second-place votes and 186
points. Chipper Jones of Atlanta
was fourth (158) and Barry
Bonds of San Francisco was fifth
(132).
Caminiti set Padres records
with 40 homers, 130 RBIs and a
.621 slugging percentage, and led
the NL during the second half in
average (.360), homers (28) and
RBIs (81).
His most memorable performance came Aug. 18 at Monterrey,
Mexico, where the Padres and
Mets were playing the first regular-season games outside of the
United States and Canada.
Battling dehydration and an
upset stomach, Caminiti took two
liters of intravenous fluid just
before the series finale, then hit

two homers for four RBIs in an
8-0 win over New York.
He refused to be sidelined by
injuries, including a torn left rotator cuff that required postseason surgery, a right hamstring
strain, a severe groin strain and
back trouble.
And his defense was even more
spectacular than in 1995, when he
won his first Gold Glove award.
His most outstanding play came
April 22 at Florida, when he
threw out Greg Colbrunn from
the seat of his pants.
Caminiti, who had a $3.05 million salary, earned a $100,000
bonus. Andres Galarraga of the
Rockies gets a $100,000 bonus for
finishing in a sixth-place tie with
Florida's Gary Sheffield.

Will Lou Holtz retire?
Nancy Armour
The Associated Press

ty's executive vice president,
said, "Yep, I do."
So why the rumors?
Holtz was deeply disappointed
when his lifeless team lost to
Ohio State and Air Force at home,
with the Ohio State loss one of
the toughest he's ever had. He
was mystified by the defeats,
saying at one point he couldn't
get a feel for the team.
Then last week the word retirement kept popping up. He
didn't say anything specific or
dramatic, but the repeated references were unusual. Talking
after practice one night last
week, Holtz used the phrase
"throw the baby out with the bath
water," then said he had no idea
what that meant, but he'd always
wanted to say it before he retired.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Lou
Holtz is used to people gossiping
about his job and how long he's
going to keep it. This year is no
different.
His every comment is scrutinized for a hint of what's in store
next season. And the Notre Dame
coach has fueled the guessing
game by mentioning the subject
of retirement several times in
the last week alone.
Holtz just laughs when asked
what it all means.
"There have been rumors
about me forever," he said, shaking his head. "1 just want to win
the last three football games. I'll
tell you, I still have a strong desire to coach and I have more enthusiasm than I've ever had. I'm
On Sunday, Holtz mentioned
really looking forward to the futhat Memphis coach Rip Scherer,
ture."
Holtz is 59 and is fully re- whose Tigers had upset then-No.
covered from last year's emer- 6 Tennessee the day before, had
gency surgery to relieve pres- played for him when Holtz
sure on his spinal cord. He said coached at William & Mary.
"He'll probably retire in a year
before the season that he never
or two, that's how old I'm getfelt better.
Last year the university gave ting," he said.
And finally, when asked about
him a "lifetime" contract exten
sion with the understanding the the officiating in Notre Dame's
program continue to win and he win at Boston College, Holtz said
attract quality recruits. When he's been on the receiving end of
asked a few weeks ago if he plenty of bad calls during his 11
thought Holtz would be at Notre years at Notre Dame.
"I'm going to tell you this, the
Dame next year, the Rev. William Beauchamp, the universi- new coach is really in for some
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great benefits," he said. "He's
going to get some great calls for
the next 11 years."
Then there's Knute Rockne's
record. Rockne won more games
(105) at Notre Dame than anyone
else, and Holtz has said before he
would not want to break that. But
with 98 wins, he's closing in fast.

"There have been
rumors about me
forever."
Lou Holtz
Notre Dame head football coach

Holtz isn't the only one being
questioned about his future. It's
been taken largely for granted
that Ron Powlus, who sat out his
freshman year with a broken collarbone, would play three years
and then go to the NFL
Maybe not.
"I also would not rule out the
possibility of Ron Powlus coming
back, and I would certainly welcome him back," Holtz said
Tuesday. "I haven't talked to him
about it. Somebody said he is
thinking about it."
When asked about Hoitz's
comment, Powlus wouldn't
budge.
"Nope, nothing," he said when
asked if he'd made a decision.
"Nothing anybody's going to
know about anyway."

Applications lor
Spring v97
BG News Editor

are now being accepted.
TWTT7^TT7.0 Application forms may be

i\li, Wo
±13^LL-l±s

icked U at
p
204 We$fPHa|L

Deadline to apply is 3 p.m.
Monday, December 2.

Ken Caminiti, shown making a diving catch against Ryne Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs, was named the
unanimous National League MVP. He hit .526 with 40 home runs and 130 runs batted In.

Women's club hockey falls to Spartans
This past weekend the women's club hockey team hosted
Michigan State University.
Despite Gina Laliberte's 32 saves, Michigan scored 11 goals.
However, Bowling Green was not shut out. Jennifer Kersanty
scored the only goal of the game and was assisted by Melissa
Binkley.
Sunday the team traveled to the Chiller in Columbus to play
COGWA, a regional team from the Columbus area, and Bowling
Green won 13 to 7.
Scoring and assisting for the Falcons were 8 goals for Jennifer
Kersanty and 2 of those were assisted by Lisa Maselli, 2 goals for
Monica Hemingway, 1 goal for Kori Keck, assisted by Melissa
Binkley, 1 goal for Megan Powell, assisted by Rebecca Kost, and
1 goal left unclaimed.

Labor deal on
edge of collapse
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Acting commissioner Bud Selig took no
steps Wednesday to save
baseball's labor deal, leaving
interleague play and revenue
sharing one day from collapse.
"If the deal is not made,
you're in permanent limbo,"
said union head Donald Fehr.
After Monday's meeting, Selig told Fehr he would ponder
his options and get back to
him. The only contact since
then has been a telephone
conversation late Tuesday
night that lasted about one
minute.
"Nothing the players do
matters," Fehr said. "One of
the certainties of this negotiation is what the players say or
do makes no difference. The
owners are going to do what
they're going to do."
Owners rejected the proposed agreement last week,
and Selig asked the union to
make additional concessions.
Fehr rejected the move Monday, leaving Selig with the decision to take the deal or leave
it.
Management negotiator
Randy Levine has told Selig he
would resign as of midnight
EST Thursday if there's no
deal. Because Selig failed to
support the agreement Levine
and Fehr completed Oct. 24 ,
it's highly unlikely players

would give serious attention to
Levine's successor.
"Following this experience,
it's going to be very difficult
how to figure out how to deal
with any negotiator in the future," Fehr said.
If there isn't a deal by the
Thursday deadline, free
agents would start signing
Friday under the rules of the
labor agreement that expired
in December 1993. That deal
remains in force under a federal court order. Because of
that, it appears the only way
owners can get new work
rules in the future is either a
spring-training lockout designed to force a union collapse or a move to lift the injunction - an act the players
would treat as a declaration of
war.
"Hopefully they don't push
the issue and there won't be a
confrontation," Fehr said.
If there isn't a deal, owners
would lose:
- Interleague play.
- Revenue sharing to help
small-market teams.
- A luxury tax in 1997, 1998
and 1999 that would slow
payroll growth.
- A payroll tax that would
produce a $40 million payment
from the union over the next
two seasons.

Yanks'
payroll
tops list
The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - The World
Series champion Yankees set a
payroll record at $61.5 million
this year but baseball salaries
remained stagnant, according to
a study given to general managers Wednesday.
Baltimore had the secondhighest payroll at $55.1 million,
followed by Atlanta at $53.4 million, Cleveland at $47.6 million
and the Chicago White Sox at
$44.8 million.
Milwaukee had the lowest
payroll at $11.7 million, the
lowest total for a major league
team since Cleveland's $9.3 million payroll in 1992.
The figures were compiled by
management's Player Relations
Committee. The players' union,
which uses a slightly different
accounting method, will release
its final figures next month.
The study was distributed at
the general managers' meetings
in Phoenix, and a copy was obtained by The Associated Press.
The figures for 1994 and 1995
were not adjusted to account for
strike.
Payrolls in 1996 totaled $937.9
million, up just 1.1 percent from
last year's total of $927.3 million
and just 3.1 percent from 1994's
total of $909.5 million.
The average salary rose less
than 0.1 percent, to $1,099,875
from $1,094,440. It remains 4.7
percent below the 1994 average
of $1,154,486, according to PRC
figures.
Baseball's median salary - the
figure at which an equal number
of players are above and below rose $25,000 to $300,000. It remains well below the record
$450,000 median in 1994, the last
season before the strike.
The study used Aug. 31 payrolls and included base salaries,
prorated shares of signing bonus,
performance bonuses and award
bonuses through last week.
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The BG News
PHI ETA SIGMA Members
HAPPY HOURS
Thursday. November 14 from 7 9pm
in ifie Amen Room"

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
Attention Student Fl
UAO Campus Film, will be showing sejdent
films on Thursday. 12/12/96 «i Bom In the
Gieh Film Theater We nM submission ol
student Urns. I you would l*e your Nm B bo
Man. gM m a call at 372-23*3 or Hop by the
UAO oftee ■ 330 Sudani Union and talk »
Man Sayrs tor more into.
ATTEHTIOHMATTENDONII
STUDENTS ANO FACULTY
BGSU BL0O0MO8H.E
NOV. 1S-22 10:30AM ■ 4 30PM
WED. ONLY 1030AM - 7:00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY RED CROSS « UAO
BGFIaa Market
Nov. 16417
Antouee and ooaacoblaa
Wood County Fairgrounds 0 5

Senior Portraib)
Due to the i-emondous response we received.
Carl Woll StucWe wil be retormng to campus
on Jan. 27-31. This wil be the final visit this
school yea/ and will only last 5 days. Cal tie
yearbook office at 372 8066 with any Questions
Study Abroad Pre-Departure Orient el Ion
There wil be two ore-departure orientation
sessions tor al suoena studying abroad
spring samesier on Wednesday. November 20
at 7:00pm In 1103 Oftonhauer West and Saturday, November 23 at 10:00am in 1104 01tenhauer West It you cannot attend one of
ftaWiaesaBna.pleaae cal 372-0309.

University Computer Services
Fall Semi ners
The blowing University Computer Services
Seminars will be ottered this tall. These Iree
seminars are open B anyone at BGSU You
must cal 372-2911 B register lor the seminars
A complete seminar list can be tound on fie
WWW at
hnpyAvww.bg su .edu/departmentsAJce/sem

Advances) Mkroaoft Excel (IBM) This seminar covers advanced features ol Excel, indudingspreadsheei formats, charts and macros.
Prior experience with Excel or attendance B Intro, to Microsoft Excel for Windows is rocomWednesday.November l3Bi from 11am- 1pm
m 207 Ckscamp Hall
Monday, November 18th from 9am - 11am m
207 Ckscamp Hall

•OS HARLEY REOOAE TRIBUTE

•Ml
THE ARK BAND
Sat Nov. 16 at 930 PM Amani Room (Commons). A Caribbean Auoc annual event Entrance free; donations lor BG bod pantry welcome.

CAVS
Cleveland Cavaliers vs. Sacramento Kings
Gund Arena
Sun. Nov. 24-leave 0:30am return 6pm
$27 wtransporUDon
124 w/o ransponation
*Bursarable'
Sign Up 11/11-11/20
In Via UAO oMc*. 330 Union
For more into call 2 7164
sponsored by UAO
Fal g-bal tournament
Fn Nov. 22 - Sat. Nov. 23
Campus Bowling a ailards
$5-Bursar able
Prizes awarded to lop 3 finishers
Sign up si Campus Bowling A BtHards.
isll. Union
or Uao oAca 330 Urvon 11/11-11/21
lor more into can 2 7164
sponsored by UAO
Financial Aid/Study Abroad Meeting
Coma team the financial aid process lor studying abroad at 2:0Opm on Thursday. November
14 m the Faculty Lounge ol the Union. Call
372-0309 il you have any quaslions.
FREE BOOKS

ksien

880 AM- Cable 50

OWE THE GIFT OF LIFE
GIVEBLOOO
BGSU BLOOOMOBIE
NOV. 18-22 1030AM - 430PM
WED ONLY 10 30AM 7 00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY RED CROSS A UAO
Interested in the wilderness?
Than coma listen to an Outward Bound Representative. Tuee. Nov. 19. «pm - 10pm Stale
Room. 3rd n.UYwn
TREE"
tor more nto can 2 7164
sponsorad by UAO
LAGA The Leeban and Gay Alliance warns
youl Come on out and |C*n us tonight A every
Thursday night at 8 30pm n the Ofi Campus
Ssident Center. Everyone a mvtled.

NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
BGSUBLOOOMOBIE
NOV. 19-22 1030AM 430PM
WED. ONLY 1030AM - 700PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
VOLUNTEERS SIGN-IN THERE

GIVE THE GIFT
OF TIME

Advanced Microsoft Excel (Mec)This seminar covers advanced features ol Excel including spreadsheet formats, charts and macros
Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Infro. B Microsoft Excel (Mac) is recommended.
Fnday, November 15th from 9am • nam in
126 Hayes Hal
Monday, November 18th from nam - ipm si
126 Hayes Hal
Iniro to TRAPPER This seminar provides an
introduction B the VM (TRAPPER) Operating
System, its commands and file manipulation.
TRAPPER also induces extensive statistics
programs. Attendees must have a TRAPPER
account B obtain a TRAPPER account, visit
the DCS Computer Help Canter In 2t0 Hayes
Hall Accounts must be created 48hrs in advance.
Wednesday, December 4th from 1pm -3pm in
126 Hayes Hal
Intro, to Pagemaker (Mac) This seminar
covers basic desktop publishing using PageMaker for the Macintosh Prior knowledge of
Macintosh concepts IS recommended Please
bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminar
Wednesday. November 20th from 9am - 11am
in 126 Hayes Hal
Thursday, November 21st from 2pm -4pm in
126 Hayes Hal.

Intro, to UNIX This seminar provides an introduction B the UNIX Operating System and its
commands Attendees must have a BGUnix
account. In order to obnm a BGUntx account,
you must first obtain a BGNet account from
either the BA. Library. Tech or Unoi Labs.
BGNet accounts take 24 hours to activate You
can then obtain a BGUnix account by 1) visiting the BGNet menu option 12 (BGSU Computrr Account Creation) or 2) accessing lie
Web
at
the
URL:
hnp /rwww bgsu edu/only-BG/gel account fit
ml and completing the application lorm to
create you BGUnix account.
Fnday, November 22nd from 3pm - 5pm in 126
Hayes Hall
Monday, November 25th from 3pm - 5pm m
126 Hayes Hal
Advanced PageMaker (Mac) This seminar
covers visual arrangement ol the page using
PageMaker for Macintosh Pror experience
with PageMaker or attendance B Intro B
PageMaker (Mac) is recommended. Please
bring a blank 3 5" disk to the seminar
Tuesday, December 3rd from 10am - noon in
126 Hayes Hal
Thursday. December 5ti horn 2pm • 4pm in
126 Hayes Hal.

CITY EVENTS
FREE DINNER
TCOAY @St Thomas More Parish
After 5:15 Mass in the
Ftel ed room |oel us tor dinner 6pm
FREE DINNER

SERVICES OFFERED
For alterations
General Sewing.elc
Call 354 1008

FREE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE WEEKEND CALLING
50 free minutes per month
Only 85.99 per month
American CeHular/Alrtouch Cellular
Call Tede* t> 419-354-2006

Last Christmas
The Salvation Army
Service Center in
Bowling Green
assisted more than

forty five hundred
people- with hot meals,
clothing, utility assistance,
toys, and other practical
expressions of concern.
With your help,
The Salvation Army
will work miracles
again this Christmasand every day of

the new year.
Volunteer to ring a bell at

a kettle site.
Call 352-5918 or 354-0126.

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focus
your tast prap studiss and
your conlldance, to you can
gat a higher acore.

1-800-KAP-TEST

set a higher score

KAPLAN

Pregnant?
Free pregnancy testa. Confidential and oanng.
354-4673 BO Pregnancy center.

PERSONALS
•1A Cancun • Jamaica Spring Break Specials!
7 nights air I hotel from $3991 Prices increasesoon ■ Save ISO! Save $150 on food, drinks. 8.
tree partasl 111% Bwest price guarantee!
spnngbrealaraval.com 1-6004784386
■lA Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisei 8
days $2791 Includes al meals Free parties.
Taiesl Great Beeches 8 teghdifol Prices Increase soon - Save $501 springbreaktravel.com 1-800-878-6386
»1A Spring Break Panama Crtyl Boardwalk
Beach Resort! Best Hotel. Location, Pricel 7
nights $1291 Dsytona - Best location $1391 Cocoa Beach Hilton $1801 spnngbreak travel com
1-800-8784388
Acoustic Music
Tom Gorman
ol Parallax View
Rare solo performances!
Sufficient Grounds. Perrysburg
8 30PM Fnday
AND
Campus Pollyeyes
900PM Saturday
Attention Student Film Makers
UAO Campus Films wil be showing student
films on Thursday. 12/12/98 at 9pm in the
Gish Film Theater. We need submissions of
student lima. I you would !*e your film to be
seen, give us a call at 372-2343 or stop by lie
UAO office - 330 Student Union and talk to
Man Sayre for moro info.
ATTENTION ALL STUOENTSIII Grants A
scholarships available from sponsors'!! No
prepayments, everlll $$$Caeh for eotlooe$$$. For Info: 1-800-343-2415.
CALLTOOAYIII
Register for Facts 8 Faces
Receive e Certificate from
the American Red Croea
Learn updates on HIV/AIDS
Thurs. December 5m, 5 9pm
Call 372-9355 to register
CAMPUS POLLYEYESII
Try our white pizzas11
Vegatanan • meat - create with three items
Smal(lO) - 7.20. Medium . (1?0)9 50
Lerge(14')-ll 80
Free Del fvery 11 am - 2am 352-9838
DGDGDG
The tradition continues
Get excited for Saturday!
Outlawed 96
DGDGDG
ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND F'JN'II
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 2 in Mexico City
6hrs credit m two courses on
Mexican culture
There is no subsifute for positive experience
tian B travel through cultural realities ol Ancient and Modem Mexico For mora information call Professor Andrade 372-7119.
FREE BOOKS

Thursday, November 14, 1996

The Molten (North America) Corporation la currently seeking students interested Inpertorrrsng
light industrial wont, staring will the Spring
Semester 1997. The fob aril consist of deflashing, mspecDng and preparing rubber automotive pans for our customers Further in
formation wil be presented during interviews
conducted at 438 N. Enterpnse St (use Ridge
Road entrance- this is the Old Heinz Building
formerly used by Hisan) Bowling Groan, on
Weneeoay, November 13 12 noon to Spm and
from 9am lo 5 pm Monday, November 18,
Tuesday. November 19 and Wednesday.
November 20.
Thursday night at Br.wsl.rs
Ladles Night
Come and enjoy drink specials
TOM GORMAN AT CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SATURDAY THE 18TH
40 IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
BEERS

OVER

Tom Gorman
Campus Pollyeyes
Saturday at 9pm

1 tomato tubtoaaar wanted
$ 133.75mTonm ♦ utl and cabto
FrMthuitto to campus. Call 354 2161
1 male roommate naedad Own room In big
hou«e.t156/mo«u0l 353 .355
i or 2 tomato lubleasers neeoad. Haaaonabto
rant ft uMMS. washer/dryer $n apt. Call Mary
352^452
Atlantron Sttxton. Film Makara
UAO Campus Films writ be showing studam
dims on Thursday. 12/t2/06 at 9pm in tf»
Giah Film Theater. W*> need submissions of
itudent films. If you would lika your film to be
seen, give us a call al 372-2343 or stop by .he
UAO office ■ 330 Student Union and talk to
Malt Sayre tot mora into.

KD • MINDY MCDOWELL ■ KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta
would Ike to thank our
awesome assistant Family Relations
chair for Dance Marathon.
You're doing a great tool
KD' MINDY MCDOWELL *K0
Live Acoustic Music
Tom Gorman
Sufficient Grounds, Perrysburg
8:30PM Fnday

SEASONAL
ORDER ENTRY
$5.50-$6.00..
Hickory Farms to now hiring ful and perl-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Earn $5 50.
$6 00. $7 00 an hour or morel Positions are
open on day and evening shifts during the
week and on weekends. Must have base computer and typing skals Flexible schedules,
cash performance incentives, generous employee discount, professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices Mon .-Fn
from 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.. and Sat. 10:00 am.
- 3 00 p.m. Hickory Farms, 1505 Holland Rd .
Maumee, OH 43537 EO€.
SORTER OPERATOR
PT 2nd Shift and PT 3rd Shift. Mon. • Fn., occasional Saturdays. Sorter Operators in out
Computer Room. Mainframe experience benefvaal, PC and/or CRT experience required
NUMERICAL DATA ENTRY
FT and PT Mon. - Fn Occasional Sat.. 20-25
hrs./wk . late afternoons to early evenings
(Also PT 10 00 4 00pm) Previous proof or numeric key expenence, beneficial
Interested applicants should apply m person.
Mid Am Inc. Operations Center, 1851 N.
Research. BG (I7S to exit 181) Mkd Am values
a diverse workforce and is in principle as wet
as practice, an Equal Opportunify Employer
Substitute Teachers Needed
for Something Special Learning Center
m Waterville. Ohio. Call 419-B7B-4190

4 bedioom apL avail Spring: new house, new
appkances. large balcony, quiet neighborhood.
Remnegrjoable Cal 352-8633
Female sub-leaser Spring *97
Brand new duplei. furnished
$167 SOrmo 3534061
Grand Rapids. OH. 3 bdrm.
Unfurnished duplex $40fVmo • utl.
Call 353-1654

Looking tor 1 -2 subieaser s lor Spring on Summit St. One bedroom, nice atmosphere. Cal
353*255.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1997
FURN . AIR COND . BALCONY DECK, HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
*275/MO INCLUDES UTl. CALL TROY
354 4125
Need 2 4 subieaser Spnng '97 2 bedroom. 2
ball. Very dose to campus Cell 354-5280
Off campus housing Don't rruss a chance at
perfect off-campus housing. You can live In a
partly turn. Extra nice house in very quiet
neighborhood less than i block from BGSU
Have you own bedroom, share a big living
room, kitchen w/dswhr & mircowave, dining
room. 2 ful baths & no coin laundry room Only
$185/mo plus uW. Req. dep. ref. A rent
agreement Call 41936S-S620
One bedroom Apt. Available Spnng 97 Ckise
to campus. $320/mo » gas and elec. Last mo.
Free. Call Chris B tj> 354-7004.
One bedroom apartment available now 1082
Fairview Call 352-5622.

Telephone interviewing part-Dme. No selling
some afternoons, mostly evenings A weekends, flexible scheduling No typing skills
needed In Perrysburg 874-5642

One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apl
East Even »75/mo 419 6693036

The Molten (North America) Corporation is currently seeking students interested in performing light industrial work, starting with the Spnng
Semester 1997. The job will consist of deflashing. inspecting and preparing rubber automotive parts for our customers. Further information wiH be presented during interviews
conducted at 436 N Enterpnse Street (Use
Ridge Road entrance -This is the Okl Hevu
Building tormerty used by Hisan) Bowling
Green on Wednesday. November 13. 12 noon
to 5pm end from 9am to 5pm Monday. November 18. Tuesday November 19 and Wednesday. November 20.

Room lor rent
S225 (utilities induced)
no pets: male preferred
alter 4pm call 354-1924

One nonsmoking subtoaser needed tor twobedroom apt. Own room and plenty of space
187.50/rno. ♦ ut-ittas. Convtfwnl oil street
parfcmg CaH 353 3? 13
Roommate needed lor house, Spnng Own
room. Cheap Si 25 plus etoc CaH 354-4914 for
details.
Subtoaser needed for Spnng Semester Call
Kevin at 352 2472
Travel backpack. Going to Europe Nights call
3525953.
Wanted subtoaser lor Spnng
$16? 50. utilities call
MM 354-1074

»17S0 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For into cal 301 -369-2047

ASSEMBLERS Exceflentincome
to assemble products at home.
Into 1 -504-646-1700 DEPT. OH-62 55

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 * /month
wonung on Cruse Ships or Land-Tour Comparses. World travel. Seasonal ft full time employmeni available. No experience necessary.
For more inforrnation can 1 206-971 -3550 ext
CS5446
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 624,
CHafhe.KS 66051.
Fun Time/Part Time flexible schedule Easy
work, no experience. Earn $300-$600 wkly at
home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022
Ext. 0561 H44.
General labor lor manufacturing plant. Some
computer skills helpful. From 12 midnight to
6am Call 419 832 1641
FOR

YEAR-ROUND EMPLOY
ME NT
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn $8 an hour A great benefits
■ UPS
Sign up at 360 Student Services
UPSisanEE.O Employer
Looking (or Part-Time Work?
Earn Man hour A great benefits
at
UPS
Sign up al 360 Student Services
UPS is an E £ O. Employer

Spring Break '97 The Reliable Spring Break
Company. Hotteet Destinations! Co sisal
Vacations! Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Organize Group Travel Free! From $99 Parly
ki...Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Padre,
Florida, Jamaica. Incluelce Plan From Only
$18 Free Info: 1-800-428-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

MANAGERTRAINEE INTERNSHIP
ROADWAY EXPRESS m Archbc-d. OH is looking for a student tor pert time position tor
Spnng semester. Position involves dispatching, supervising, communication, computer
functions and customer relations Positions
pays $6 OOrtv Hours: Flexible 20-25 hnvwh.
Interested students eel Rick Hug. Terminal
Manager 800-472-6749.

Study in Spain!;
Participate in the AYA
program in Spain this
summer and complete 2
101,102, 201, and 202£ in 8 weeks. Advanced
students can go fall,
spring, or summer.
Financia I
aid
is
available. Come see
our video and meet
former studentsl
Information Night
Thurs. Nov. 14, 7 pm
101 Shatzel Hall

One subieaser needed lor Spring '97, close to
campus, own bedroom S265/mo * elec. Quiet
place Cal Chns al 352 4884

Small Bungalow on 612
5th St Avail. Dec 1st

832 3681
Small house 2 bdrms. near univ No pels Avail now Call 3520603 after 5pm

FOR SALE

SUB LEASE NOW to August Current tenant
employed out of state. You pay $325 tor beautiful, quiel upstairs apt i or 2 bedrooms Ported
lor grad student or couple. Great space Low
UDIS Omet Street. Front porch. Oil-Street parking. Such a deal 354-1633.

FOR SALE: Virtue Flghlar 2. NHL All Star
Hockey '961 controter lor SeoaSatum
Call 372-5334 bo.

Subieaser needed tor Spring *97. Unfurnished,
$280/mo Includes undoes).
Call Wi» at 354 7264

HELP WANTED

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations
AbbyHanioon
S.ster of the Week i
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappe

?/^\^

2-4 sublease's needed tor Spring t7
Furnished, dose to campus, reasonable rant.
Cal Jen or Karen at 352-9880.

Female SuWeaser neerJed tor Spnng -97
Own Room and Bathroom % 183/mo
Call 353-9077

Looking tor a career and not just a job? Providing care and trairsng to adults with mental relardatorvrJevelopmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity
Several part ttme and sub positions now avail
able starting at $7 55 par hour. Part time posuDons after 90 days will receive $905
t |14.77/tv based upon experience Stck. leave
and vacation benefits tor pen time employees
Experience not required. Part time positions
available in Bowling Green. Portage and Wal
bridge. Application may be obtained from tie
Wood County Board of MFVD0. Entrance B.
11180 E. Gy pay Lane Road. BG. 8 00am - 4 30
pmEOE.

Senior Portraits
Due to the remendous response we received.
Carl Wolf Studios wil be retiming to campus
on Jan. 27-31. This will be the anal visit this
school year an wil only last S days Call the
Yearbook office at 372-8086 with any Questions

Sales consultant needed tor plumbing showroom Able to work nights and Sat. 15-20
hnVweak. Sales experience a plus. DesigrtfCortefruciwi beckround helpful. Send resume to the Kohtor Bath House. 125 E. Indiana
Ave. Perrysburg, OH 43551

One bedroom apt available Dec. 7 thru Aug 9
al 707 3rd St. Rent S310/mo * gas and elec.
Call 352 9551.

LOOKING
Get Involved Todayl

2-3 aubkwaars needed Spnng V. 2 bdrm. furrushed apt. Free membership to Cherrywood
Health Spa Cal 353-4292

Summer internships
Be prepared unlike the rest of your pals. Call
1 800 346-4649

880 AMr Cable 50

JOIN BACCHUS
An organization that educates BG
on responsible drinking.
Applications avasalbe @ Center lor
Weilnees 8 Prevention
(2nd Floor Health Center)
Due Thursday Nov 21 by 500pm
recall 2-9355

Pan time dishwasher needed •mmediaiery and
part-time cook Apply In person to BG Country
Ctob.923FairviewAve.

Female Subtoaser wanted lo share onebedroom apt. in Spnng 97. $2l250Vmo plus
cabto ft elec CaH Jenn or Karen at 352-6725

CASEY'S is hiring
All shifts • flexible schedules
1025 N Main BG

GET INVOLVED DANCE MARATHON
Al organizations must have their
commitment forms in by 500pm
Fnday, Nov. 15*1 to 440 Student Services
in order to be involved in this year's
DANCE MARATHON
Any questions? Cal Dawn at 2 3207
HURRY IHURRYI HURRYi
GET INVOLVED DANCE MARATHON

2 3 Sublsaaars needed from now until August 2 bdrm. all large rooms - only pay electric, off
street parking a laundry taosilea avail Cal
353-5215

WANTED

Accepting applications for full service gasoline
attendants For more mfo call:
352 6431

WFAL

Now hiring
Cashiers. Part-time. 2nd A 3rd shifts
Call 352-5734

Subieaser needed lor Spnng Semester, i
bdrm effic E Court Si 354 3084
FOfl SALE: 2 15" Kicker performance
plus series woofers in speaker bos
Call 372 5334

Cable DescramtHer Kit
t14«S See ALL the channels
1 -800- 752-1389
For Sale/ Wooden loft Bed
Good condition tSO 354-8051

SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN - AUG
1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: FURNISHED
CALLS STACI353 2135
Subfeasers wanted: 1 bedroom near campus
Cats allowed, on sight I laundry Contact Ed or
Amy 352-6925.
Sublessors needed 2 bedrooms
1 1/2 baths. $415/mo.gas»elec
Call Dana ©354 6127

Ford Tempo 1990. 4 door. EFI. Auto,
ptocks.p/steer, arc. stereo cass. cruise,
t25O0. Cal 352-5595.

Wanted roommates to fill houses & apis.
Very Close To Campus
Call 353-0325

FREE DOO - yellow lab/bassert hound mix
already housebroken -10 mo*, old
all shots taken • please call Steve al

DISCOVER CARD

352-4403
tbanez Electric Guitar tor sale. 50 wan crate
ampMier w/12" speaker a drum machine
Ibanez Electric Guitar lor Sale 50 wan Crate
Ampkfier w/12" speaker. '. drum machine.
Call 353-4322 Ask lor Jayson
Perfect College Computer
IBM compatible lap lop 8 MB. Modem. MS of
lice Bik-wht t650obo Call419-874 2587
Power Book 165 12/160714 4
w/carrying case S710
Cal 353-7285 ask lor Paul

SPRING
BREAK
It Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25!
To Apply For A Card,
Cal I-80O-IT-PAYS-TO

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free Parties^
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

$399

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

7 Nights-Air.Holel-Savo $150
on Food & Drinks

FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SE
MESTER 1997 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CON0ITION ANO
OfJET NEIGHBORS CALL 352 5827
2 bdrm lor rent - Spnng of 97
Close to campus • Gas included
Call 354 1235

7 Nights-Air .Hotel-Save $150
on Food 8 Drinks

7 Nights-Panama City, DaytorTa
S Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

LET'S ALL Do,
A DANCE FOR
SARA'S 21ST
-LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBORS

Web Master

Web Master wanted for a local high-tech firm. Must be
creative, on the cutting edge in design and attitude, and
harbor a strong desire to create
and coordinate the best web
sites in town. Knowledge of
Windows NT a plus. Other
design work such as brochure
publication possible. Send
resume and cover letter and any
web addresses of sites you've
designed to: Systems A
dministrator 7862 W. Central,
Suite E. Toledo, OH 43617.

